Rashad Robinson on inequality and a fair chance to work

Rashad Robinson discusses how having to reveal a past felony disadvantages thousands of Americans from finding work and making a new life for themselves.

A conversation about inequality in all its forms.

Transcript begins.

RASHAD ROBINSON: Inequality is the structural forces that make some folks’ voices powerful and other folks’ voices silent.

It’s the structures at the voting booth, in our technology, in our institutions, that ensures that some folks will have access to all that America can provide. That some folks’ voices will be heard and counted and visible, and other folks’ voices simply won’t. When we were working to Ban the Box; the box on applications that says, “Have you been convicted of a felony?” That box stays with people for decades and decades; prevents people, after they have come out of prison or jail, from being able to get a job, from being able to build a life, from being able to enter the financial marketplace.

And we were at the White House, and we had delivered over 100,000 petitions, and we recognized who they weren’t inviting to the meeting were formerly incarcerated leaders; folks who had been leading this effort for decades. And we said, actually, we are not the right folks to meet with officials in the White House. We are not the folks with the stories that should be told.

And the White House accepted a meeting from those formerly incarcerated officials. A little over a week later, the president signed an executive order banning the box. That’s how we challenge and change inequality in this country; giving real people the ability to not just be present, but to be powerful.

[Inequality Is Logo. Join the conversation. #InequalityIs.]
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